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Always adding value

Free online tools

Simple installation

In-house and UK made

Customer Service, Technical 
advice and CAD Team
Whatever you need, from guidance, technical advice and samples  
to specifications and bespoke diagrams, we’re with you every step.

Environmental commitment

360°

A natural partnership 
In 2018, TBS and Amwell joined forces to become the leading 
washroom expert. Together we share a lifetime’s knowledge,  
skills and expertise.

Rapid quote turnaround
We will provide fully costed quotes within 48 hours. 

We believe in doing right by you and the environment.  
All our veneers are FSC® certified and our own biomass 
burner has put an end to our landfill use.

Use our Gallery to see how your washroom could look and our  
Specification Pack to download NBS Documents and CAD Blocks.

All our products are designed for quick and easy  
installation, and come with complete instructions.

We design and manufacture all our products in-house 
to maintain the highest quality and the lowest costs. 

TBS plus Amwell. Two companies you’ve always relied on, 
as one. Adding up to over 80 years’ combined experience.  
In short, more expertise, quality, choice and service.  
All the things you value. At great value.

Widest choice of products
Choose from the widest range of washroom products 
for all sectors, styles and specifications.

Our 5 year guarantee5
Fit and forget with our 5 year guarantee and peace of mind. 
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The right spec 
for every space.

Cubicles

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Value without compromiseValue without compromise

Contemporary design that’s built to last.  
A premium, flush fronted system, Urban High 
Pressure Laminate offers a sleek inline facade. The 
timeless design is complemented with contemporary 
fixtures and fittings, including an internal slimline 
mortice lock for a high end finish.

Urban HPL

        
  Satin anodised aluminium hinge

Satin anodised aluminium 

privacy channel

Satin anodised aluminium headrail

Urban Privacy, HPL in Pepper

Dimensions and options

Material Options Urban Urban Tall Urban Privacy

HPL - 36mm Doors & 18mm Divisions   

Floor Clearance

20mm  

100mm  

10mm Fronts & 0mm Divisions 

Overall Cubicle Height

HPL
20mm Leg 2035mm 2810mm

2830mm 
100mm Leg 2115mm 2890mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Floor and Ceiling Channel Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Leg Stainless Steel  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Mortice Lock Faced with Stainless Steel   

Flush fronted  
cubicle system

2 floor clearance 
options

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Suitable for medium  
to high traffic areas

Suitable for dry
environments 
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Features
  Rebated vertical edges creating a flush 

fronted finish 

  Cubicle exterior is kept free of fixings

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access 

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using a sleek 
U-Channel

  SAA indicator bolt faceplate with emergency 
release facility

  Hinges return doors to a closed position

  Pedestal legs adjustable to accommodate 
uneven floors

  Contemporary floating appearance

  Durable, internal slimline mortice lock,, 
faced with stainless steel for a high end finish

8

Slimline internal mortice

lock



Contemporary design that’s built to last.  
A premium, flush fronted system, Urban Solid Grade 
Laminate offers a sleek inline facade. The timeless 
design is complemented with contemporary fixtures 
and fittings, and provides durable and long-lasting 
performance.

Urban SGL

Stainless Steel  pedestal leg
Satin anodised aluminum hinge

Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised aluminium 

headrail

Urban Tall, SGL in Cornflower

Dimensions and options

Material Options Urban Urban Tall Urban Privacy

SGL - 13mm   

Floor Clearance

100mm  

20mm  

10mm Fronts & 0mm Divisions 

Overall Cubicle Height

SGL
20mm Leg 2035mm 2790mm

2800mm 
100mm Leg 2115mm 2870mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Floor and Ceiling Channel Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Leg Stainless Steel  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Flush fronted  
cubicle system

2 floor clearance 
options

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Features
  Rebated vertical edges creating a flush 

fronted finish 

  Cubicle exterior is kept free of fixings

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access 

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using a sleek 
U-Channel

  SAA indicator bolt faceplate with emergency 
release facility

  Hinges return doors to a closed position 

  Pedestal legs adjustable to accommodate 
uneven floors

  Contemporary floating appearance

  Water resistant and ideal for shower areas 



Minimalist style, maximum flexibility.  
Minima offers a contemporary cubicle range that truly looks 
the part with exceptionally slim pilasters. A diverse cubicle 
system available in five material options, means you  
can specify Minima for any environment.

Minima™

Features
N  Modern frame in satin anodised  
 aluminium

N  Optional 25mm HPL doors available  
for a truly impressive look

N  Optional lift off doors for emergency access 

N  Hinges return doors to a closed position 

N  Indicator bolt faceplate with emergency   
 release facility

N  Pedestal legs adjustable to  
accommodate uneven floors

N  Contemporary floating appearance

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

3 laminated  
glass colours

11 stunning  
veneers

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Available in  
5 material options

Stainless Steel pedestal leg
Satin anodised aluminium hinge

Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Minima Veneer in American Black Walnut, Crown Cut

Dimensions and options
Material Options Minima Minima Tall Minima Privacy

MFC - 18mm a a a

HPL - 18mm a a a

HPL - 25mm Doors & 18mm Divisions a a a

SGL - 13mm a a a

11.5mm Glass Doors & 13mm SGL Divisions a a a

Veneer - 18mm a a a

Veneer - 25mm Doors & 18mm Divisions a a a

Floor Clearance

20mm a a

100mm a a

10mm Fronts & 0mm Partitions a

Overall Cubicle Height
20mm 

Leg
100mm 

Leg
20mm 

Leg
100mm 

Leg

MFC, HPL 18mm, HPL 25mm Doors & 18mm Divisions,

SGL, Veneer 18mm, Veneer 25mm Doors & 18mm

Divisions

2040mm 2120mm 2810mm 2890mm 2830mm

Glass 2040mm 2120mm 2570mm 2650mm 2600mm
Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium a a a

Hinge
Satin Anodised Aluminium a a a

Stainless Steel Glass only Glass only Glass only
Floor / Ceiling Channel Satin Anodised Aluminium a

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium a a

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium a a a

1312
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Evolution™

As distinctive as it is durable.  
Evolution offers a stylish and practical washroom solution. 
Ultra-durability and strength are delivered thanks to its  
elliptical headrail and pilasters, and with four material  
options, Evolution will fulfil any requirement. Satin anodised aluminium hinge

Satin anodised aluminium 

circular indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised aluminium 

elliptical headrail

Evolution Glass in Alpine

Material Options Evolution Evolution Tall Evolution 
Privacy

MFC - 18mm   

HPL - 18mm   

SGL - 13mm   

Glass Doors & 13mm SGL Divisions   

Floor Clearance

100mm  

10mm Doors & 0mm Divisions 

Overall Cubicle Height

MFC 2130mm 2900mm 2820mm
HPL 2130mm 2900mm 2820mm
SGL 2130mm 2900mm 2820mm
Glass 2130mm 2660mm 2580mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Pilaster Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Floor and Ceiling Channel Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Floor Channel Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Dimensions and options

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

3 laminated  
glass colours

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Available in  
4 material options

1514

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Features
  Elliptical pilasters and headrail in 

satin anodised aluminium

  Optional lift off doors for emergency 
access

  Indicator bolt faceplate with emergency 
release facility

  Cylindrical satin anodised aluminium 
pedestal leg

  Pedestal legs adjustable to 
      accommodate uneven floors

  Contemporary floating appearance 



Water and impact resistant.  
Splash is the perfect choice for washrooms, shower 
and changing cubicles. The versatility of Splash 
enables continuity across wet and dry environments, 
with robustness that you can always depend on.

Splash™

Splash in Coastal Green and Pepper

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Manufactured  
from robust SGL

Dimensions and options

Material Options Splash Splash Tall

SGL - 13mm  

Floor Clearance

100mm  

Overall Cubicle Height

SGL 2115mm 2870mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Satin anodised 

aluminium pedestal leg

Satin anodised aluminium hinge
Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Available in 34  
laminate colours

1716
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Features
  Machined and polished edges to all panels

  Slide operated indicator bolt with emergency 
release facility

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using a sleek 
U-Channel

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access

  Pedestal legs adjustable to accommodate 
uneven floors

  Cubicle exterior is kept free of fixings

  Privacy option, ideal for unisex washrooms

  Shower cubicle can be specified with a door 
or curtain

  Complemented by Aquabench systems and 
Aquasafe Lockers



Stretch your imagination, not your budget.  
Make an impact on your design, not your wallet. 
Moisture resistant, Impact can easily withstand the 
wear and tear of daily life and always delivers when 
great value and performance is needed most.

Impact™

Impact in Chilli and Salt

Dimensions and options
Material Options Impact Impact Tall

HPL - 18mm  

Floor Clearance

100mm  

Overall Cubicle Height

HPL 2115mm 2870mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Pilaster
HPL - Square Edged  

HPL - Post Formed Edged  

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium  

1918
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Satin anodised 

aluminium pedestal leg

Satin anodised aluminium hinge
Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Suitable for dry  
environments

Suitable for medium  
to high traffic areas

Manufactured from 
moisture resistant HPL

Available in 34  
laminate colours

3 fun and bold  
digital prints

Features
  Post formed pilaster options available 

for visual impact 

  Slide operated indicator bolt with 
emergency release facility

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using a sleek 
U-Channel

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access

  Pedestal legs adjustable to accommodate 
uneven floors

  Floating appearance 

  Privacy option, ideal for unisex washrooms

  Various height options including lower 
height doors for kids



True style, real value.  
Great design doesn’t need to break the bank. 
Axis is the perfect choice for an attractive, 
practical and competitively priced washroom. 
Axis combines style, durability and value.

Axis™

Axis in Lemon

Manufactured  
from melamine  
faced chipboard

Suitable for  
dry areas

Suitable for low  
to medium  

traffic areas

Dimensions and options
Material Options Axis Axis Tall

MFC - 18mm  

Floor Clearance

100mm  

Overall Cubicle Height

MFC 2115mm 2870mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium  

Available in  
34 colours

2120
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Satin anodised 

aluminium pedestal leg

Satin anodised aluminium hinge
Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Features
  Slide operated indicator bolt with 

emergency release facility

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using 
a sleek U-Channel 

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access

  Pedestal legs adjustable to accommodate 
uneven floors

  Floating appearance 

  Privacy option, ideal for unisex washrooms

  Various height options including 
kids lower height doors



Features
  Full privacy cubicle, ideal for unisex toilets, schools, 

colleges and universities

  Floor to ceiling divisions for maximum user privacy 

  Divisions fixed top and bottom with specifically designed 
satin anodised aluminium privacy channel

 Pilasters fixed using a sleek U-Channel

  Privacy and U-Channels offer quick and easy installation

  Slide operated indicator bolt with emergency release 

facility

  Cubicle exterior is kept free of fixings

  Complemented by Aquabench systems and 
 Aquasafe Lockers when specified in SGL

 Available in Privacy Plus - 5mm floor clearance  
        on doors and pilasters 

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Satin anodised 

aluminium privacy

 channel

Satin anodised aluminium hinge
Satin anodised aluminium circular 

indicator bolt faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Full privacy
cubicle

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Available in 34  
laminate colours

The complete full privacy cubicle.   
Splash, Impact and Axis Privacy are the perfect choice 
for unisex toilets and for washroom areas where 
privacy is key. Durability and practicality combine to 
offer an unique system with the added bonus of quick 
and easy installation. 

Splash™, Impact™ and 
Axis™ Privacy

Splash Privacy in Sky Blue

Available in  
3 material options

Material Options Splash Privacy Impact Privacy Axis Privacy

SGL - 13mm 

HPL - 18mm  

MFC - 18mm

Floor Clearance

10mm   

Overall Cubicle Height

SGL - 13mm 2790mm 
HPL - 18mm 2790mm
MFC - 18mm 2790mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Hinge Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Floor channel Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Floor and ceiling channel Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium   

Dimensions and options

2322

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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  Optional lift of doors for emergency access



Big on style, strength and safety.  
Knowing the smallest people deserve our biggest 
attention, Tiny Tots has been specially designed to 
create a sense of freedom, while also being reliably 
safe and secure. Arch pilasters, a curved door top and 
three fun and bold digital prints, ensure Tiny Tots 
stands out from the crowd.

Tiny Tots™

Tiny Tots HPL in Dinosaur Print and Lime Green with magnetic doors

Discreet division cleat

Emergency release indicator bolt
Low level doors for 

easy supervision

Material Options Tiny Tots

MFC - 18mm 

HPL - 18mm 

SGL - 13mm 

Floor Clearance

160mm 

Overall Cubicle Height

MFC 1350mm
HPL 1350mm
SGL 1350mm

Door Size

900mm (1060mm inc floor clearance) 

1100mm (1260mm inc floor clearance) 

Cubicle Fittings

Hinge Polished Aluminium 

Leg Powder Coated Aluminium 

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium 

N.B. Digital prints only available when High Pressure Laminate is specified

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Easy supervision

Available in 3  
material options

Anti-finger trap  
hinge

Available in 34  
laminate colours

3 fun and bold  
digital prints

2524
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Features
  Strong and sturdy fixtures and fittings

  Semi circular wall and division cleat with discreet safe 
through fixings

  High visibility faceplate with emergency release and 
sliding lock

  Optional magnetic catch and internal door handle

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access

  Sturdy powder coated aluminium foot ensuring rigidity

Dimensions and options



A masterclass in durable flexibility.  
We know children’s washrooms need to be safe, 
easily cleaned and robust, our Tots 2 Teens range 
scores full marks in all departments. Available in 
37 laminate colours, three material types and two 
heights to suit all ages, Tots 2 Teens can be  
used across the whole school.

Tots 2 Teens™

Tots 2 Teens HPL in Chilli and Sky Blue

Material Options Tots 2 Teens

MFC - 18mm 

HPL - 18mm 

SGL - 13mm 

Floor Clearance

100mm 

Overall Cubicle Height

MFC 2115mm
HPL 2115mm
SGL 2115mm

Door Size

1100mm (1200mm inc floor clearance) 

1400mm (1500mm inc floor clearance) 

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Hinge Polished Aluminium 

Leg Satin Anodised Aluminium 

Faceplate Satin Anodised Aluminium 

N.B. Digital prints only available when High Pressure Laminate is specified

Easy supervision

Available in 3  
material options

3 fun and bold  
digital prints

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Anti-finger trap  
hinge

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Satin anodised 

aluminium pedestal leg

Polished aluminium hinge

High visibility faceplate

Satin anodised 

aluminium headrail

Features
  Satin anodised aluminium fixtures and fittings

  All divisions and pilasters fixed using a sleek U-Channel

  High visibility faceplate with emergency release and 
sliding lock

  Optional magnetic catch and internal door handle

  Optional lift off doors for emergency access

Dimensions and options



Features
  Comprehensive, off the shelf 

washroom solution

  Panels delivered at standard 
dimensions and can be cut to size 
on-site

  Cut edges are cleverly concealed in 
continuous channels

  Return end panel supplied oversize 
to allow for any on-site adjustments 

  Lower height children’s door option

  Choice of square edge or post 
formed pilaster 

  Fully compliant with Building 
Regulations Part M

  Pedestal legs adjustable to 
accommodate uneven floors

48 Hour Washroom™

The complete washroom solution, on tap. 
When you can’t shift the budget or the deadline, 
our 48 Hour Washroom* includes cubicles,  
ducting and vanity units available in  
six colour finishes.

Speedy delivery*

6 colour  
choices

Manufactured  
from melamine  
faced chipboard

Laminate 
colours

48 Hour Washroom in Green and Sand 

Material Options 48 Hours

MFC - 18mm 

Floor Clearance

100mm 

Overall Cubicle Height

MFC 1950mm

Cubicle Fittings

Headrail UPVC 

Hinge Powder Coated Aluminium 

Leg ABS 

Faceplate ABS 

Dimensions and options

Sand 
LRV 66

Blue 
LRV 20

Dark Grey 
LRV 10

Green 
LRV 46

Light Grey 
LRV 37

Summer Oak 
LRV 36

*Delivered within 48 hours if ordered before 12pm, delivery Monday – Friday only.

Suitable for  
dry areas

Suitable for  
low traffic 

areas

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Ducting and vanity 

units also available

Durable ABS pedestal leg

ABS indicator bolt faceplate

Strong and sturdy 

UPVC headrail



Complementary style. 
Complete solutions.

Vanities

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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PDQ™ Vanity & Frame
The tough choice.  
Our PDQ Vanity Units are as durable as they are 
versatile and come with a factory assembled metal 
frame allowing for quick and easy installation.  
Whether it’s a school, commercial or leisure 
environment we can put the perfect vanity  
right at your fingertips.

Vanity and frame

Features
   Hard-wearing and durable 

vanity units

   Solid grade laminate vanity units 
ideal for when tough, hardworking 
washrooms are required

   High pressure laminate vanities are 
flexible and economic when it counts

   Dramatically reduces installation 
time on-site compared to a 
traditional site built system

Dimensions and options

   Available as a fully recessed 
or semi recessed units

   Accessible panels

   Available with or without 
an integrated upstand

   Supplied with or without 
cut outs

   Multiple underpanel 
material options

SGL post formed vanity unit

HPL post formed vanity unit

SGL vanity unit

Vanity Top Material

HPL  
Post Formed SGL SGL  

Post Formed

Vanity Worktop Depth

Countertop 555mm 555mm 555mm
Semi-Recessed 355mm 355mm 355mm

Baby Change 600mm

Access Panel Material

HPL - 18mm 

HPL - 18mm (Post Formed) 

SGL - 13mm  

Frame Panel Material

MFC - 18mm   

SGL - 13mm  

Vanity Height

Adult 800mm 800mm 800mm
Child 600mm 600mm 600mm

Optional Extra

Lockable Panels   

Hinged Panels   

3332
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Solid Surface Vanities
Timeless is effortless.  
Presenting a beautifully smooth and stylish finish, our 
Solid Surface Vanities are both durable and versatile. 
For complete flexibility, they can be machined or 
thermoformed to create virtually any shape adding  
a touch of elegance to any washroom.

Features
  Mineral and acrylic polymer material

  Hard-wearing and easily repairable

  Stylish yet economical 
 washroom solution

  12 colours available, with consistency 
of colour finish throughout

  Multiple configurations available

  Jointed seamless options, including 
upstands and downstands

  Washbasins can be manufactured 
as an integral part of the vanity unit, 
or own basins can be incorporated

  Available with PDQ Vanity & Frame

Dimensions and options
Vanity Top Material

Solid Surface

Vanity Worktop Depth

Countertop 555mm

Semi-Recessed 350mm

Baby Change *
Access Panel Material

HPL - 18mm 

HPL - 18mm (Post Formed) 

SGL - 13mm 

Veneer - 18mm 

Frame Panel Material

MFC - 18mm 

SGL - 13mm 

Vanity Height

Adult 800mm

Child 600mm

Optional Extra

Lockable Panels 

Hinged Panels 

Solid surface counter top vanity unit in Thunder

Solid surface counter top vanity unit in Blizzard

*Special request

35
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Dimensions and options
Solid Surface Washtrough

For Deck Mounted Taps For Wall Mounted Taps

Dimensions Under Frame Cantilever Under Frame Cantilever

Bed Depth 550mm 530mm 475mm 350mm
Height 200mm 250mm 200mm 250mm
Max. Single Length 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm

Access Panel Material

HPL - 18mm  

HPL - 18mm (Post Formed)  

SGL - 13mm  

Veneer - 18mm  

Frame Panel Material

MFC - 18mm  

SGL - 13mm  

Vanity Height

Adult 800mm Set on-site 800mm Set on-site
Child 600mm Set on-site 600mm Set on-site

Optional Extra

Lockable Panels  

Hinged Panels  

Solid Surface Washtroughs
Modern style, lasting strength.  
Get the contemporary look that’s designed to last  
with our Solid Surface Washtroughs. The stylish,  
yet timeless natural stone appearance is available 
in 12 different colour choices, an ideal  
solution for any environment.

3736

Solid surface washtrough in Avalanche

Solid surface washtrough in Typhoon

Features
  Mineral and acrylic polymer material

  Hard-wearing and easily repairable

  Flexible, stylish yet economical washroom solution

  Consistency of colour finish throughout

  Multiple configurations available

  Choice of underframe support or wall hung 
with stainless steel cantilever brackets

  Can be thermoformed resulting in a trough that 
can be made into one continuous, seamless piece

  Available with PDQ Vanity & Frame

Value without compromiseValue without compromise



Granite & Quartz
A cut above.
With a timeless appeal, Granite and Quartz are a cut above 
the rest. A natural stone that is both hard-wearing and 
durable, Granite vanities bring a touch of unrivalled luxury. 
Whilst our Quartz vanities, engineered from natural quartz 
and resin, have all the appearance and durability  
of natural stone, adding elegance  
to any washroom.

Granite in African Black

Features
  Extremely hard-wearing and 

durable materials

  Classic style that will last for 
years to come

  Granite range available in seven 
colour options

  Quartz range available in 
eight colour choices with  
two distinctive finishes –  
soft matt or striking polished

  Variety of basin options as well 
as upstands and downstands

  Choice of underframe support 
or wall hung with Stainless Steel 
cantilever brackets

  Supplied with or without cut outs

  Available with PDQ Vanity & Frame

Vanity Top Material

Quartz Granite

Vanity Worktop Depth

Countertop 555mm 555mm
Semi-Recessed 355mm 355mm

Access Panel Material

HPL - 18mm  

HPL - 18mm (Post Formed)  

SGL - 13mm  

Veneer - 18mm  

Frame Panel Material

MFC - 18mm  

SGL - 13mm  

Vanity Height

Adult 800mm 800mm
Child 600mm 600mm

Optional Extra

Lockable Panels  

Hinged Panels  

Dimensions and options

Quartz in Grey

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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See the benefits, 
not the installation.

IPS Ducting

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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PDQ™ Panel & Frame
Hidden beauty.  
Our revolutionary PDQ Panel & Frame system offers a 
fully engineered metal framed, factory assembled system. 
Available in 5 material types, it is quick and easy to install 
and conceals pipework and services to complete your 
washroom look.

Tie back syst
em offers flexibility whilst ensuring 

rigidity and stab
ility

Optional top hinged access panel at a 

90° angle

Optional lockable access for when 

extra security is needed

Dimensions and options

Features
N  Panel split to suit WCs, urinals and WHBs

N   Slimline system profile designed to offer 
maximum available room space

N   Dramatically reduces installation time on-site 
compared to a traditional site built system

N   Galvanised metal frame system suitable for 
clinical installations

N   Easy panel alignment every time

N   Aluminium Headrail and Base rail provides 

stability and a sleek finish

N   Conceals services and plumbing in 
multiple applications

Optional
N   Hinged access panel, top hinged design for 

easy maintenance access

N   Lockable with anti-tamper security feature

N   Factory cutout for selected range of 
sanitaryware and plumbing

Shadow Gap Material Options MFC - 18mm HPL - 18mm SGL - 13mm Veneer - 18mm ColourCoat 18mm

MFC a a a

SGL a

Veneer a

ColourCoat a

Environment

Dry a a a a a

Wet a

Maximum Ceiling Height

Plain Colour 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm
Wood Grain 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm 3000mm

Optional Extra

Hinged Access a a a a a

Lockable Panels a a a a a

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

11 stunning  
veneers

Available in  
5 material options

Available in 34 
laminate colours

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Easy to install, 

pre-assembled 

metal frame system 

Simple process to fit duct 

panels to frames, to suit all 

types of sanitaryware

Quick installation time on-site, 

leaving an easy to maintain and 

accessible system 

434242



Setting the benchmark.

Lockers & Benching

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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Aquasafe™

Flexibility is key.  
Whatever your locker layout and however demanding 
the location, Aquasafe Lockers can meet the brief. 
Choose from flexible configuration options and 
multiple locking mechanisms, ideal for  
any leisure environment.

Aquasafe Lockers

Features
   Hard-wearing and water resistant Solid 

Grade Laminate carcass and doors

   Pre-assembled for ease of installation

   Size and configuration flexibility  
(5 tiered and Z-shaped)

   Sport England compliant

   Perfect for use with Splash, Minima  
and Urban cubicles

   Compatible with Aquabench seating

Lock types

Coin retain
lock

Coin return 
lock

Hasp lock

Digital Pin 
Lock

Cam lock

Dimensions and options

Water resistant SGL carcass

Z-lockers

Multiple configurations available

Configuration

Overall Locker Width 300mm 400mm

1 Tier  

2 Tier  

3 Tier  

4 Tier  

5 Tier  

Z Locker 

Standard Locker Dimensions

Overall Depth 500mm
Overall Height 1913mm
Locker Height 1800mm
Plinth 100mm

Standard Bench Locker Dimensions

Overall Depth 800mm
Overall Height SGL 1913mm
Overall Height HardWood 1933mm
Locker Height 1460mm
Bench Support Height 428mm

Lock Types Available

Hasp 

Cam 

Coin Return 

Coin Retain 

Digital Pin Lock 

RFID Lock 

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

RFID Lock

Manufactured  
from robust SGL
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Aquabench™

Made to measure, up.  
Made to measure, high performance Aquabench 
is the perfect addition to any changing room.  
With a wide range of design options it is ideal  
for when durability and practicality  
is paramount.

Features
  Available in 13mm Solid Grade  

Laminate and Hardwood

  Hardwood benching available in  
Beech

  Exposed edges and corners are  
radiused for safety

  Five configuration options

  Floor fixed brackets can be adjusted  
to suit uneven floor levels

  Locker mounted benching  
configurations available

  Sport England compliant

  Compatible with Aquasafe Lockers  
and our full cubicle range

Solid grade laminate pocket benching

SGL benching

SGL pocket benching

Hardwood slat benching

Available in  
2 material options

Hardwood  
option

Suitable for high  
traffic areas

Available in 34  
laminate colours

Suitable for wet  
and dry areas

Dimensions and options
Frame Material Cantilevered Back to Wall Free Standing Island Locker Bench

Powder Coated Steel     

Stainless Steel     

Bench Top Material

Solid SGL - 13mm     

Pockets SGL - 13mm     

Hardwood Slats - 33mm     

Extras

Coat Rail * * 

Back Rest 

Dimensions

Overall Height
SGL Set on-site 440mm 440mm 1705mm 440mm
Hardwood Set on-site 460mm 460mm 1705mm 460mm

Seat Height
SGL Set on-site 440mm 440mm 440mm 440mm
Hardwood Set on-site 460mm 460mm 460mm 460mm

Standard Depth 330mm 330mm 410mm 710mm 840mm

Sports England Depth 500mm 500mm 515mm 1050mm 1010mm
*Optional

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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The finishing touches.
Accessories
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Accessories
The finishing touches.  
Get your washroom project finished off  
in style - and on time - with our Accessories 
range. From toilet roll holders to hand dryers 
and everything in-between, all designed to fit 
your washroom and your budget, perfectly. 

Checklist
   Everything you need

  One place, one order

 Designed to complement 
washrooms

White  
Plastic Jumbo
Injection moulded 
plastic toilet roll  
holder with  
self-locking cover 
and visual display 
window.

Stainless 
Steel
Wall-mounted 
brushed stainless 
steel paper towel 
dispenser,  
featuring visual 
display window.

Stainless 
Steel
Stainless steel  
toilet roll holder 
with concealed 
fixings.

White 
Metal Jumbo
Finished in tough 
stove enamel for 
added durability  
and incorporating 
key/locking 
mechanism.

Satin Anodised 
Aluminium
Satin anodised 
aluminium  
toilet roll holder  
with lockable  
single core.

Stainless 
Steel
Contemporary, 
robust Stainless 
Steel 30mm coat 
hook with 
concealed fixings. 

Satin Anodised 
Aluminium
Door handles 
available as singles 
or back-to-back 
pairs, DDA 
compliant.

Stainless 
Steel
Aluminium grab rail  
with polished stainless 
steel or white  
polyester coated finish 
and concealed fixings. 
Fixing plate kit for 
cubicle mounted  
grab rails.

Stainless 
Steel Jumbo
Brushed stainless 
steel finish; durable 
and sturdy unit 
incorporating key/
locking mechanism.

Stainless 
Steel
No-Touch stainless 
steel warm air  
dryer, perfect for  
areas where hygiene 
is of paramount  
importance.

White 
Aluminium
No-Touch automatic  
operation in high 
quality diecast  
aluminium and  
finished in white  
stove enamel. 

Mounted
Stylish soap 
dispenser in chrome 
finish, available 
as either top or  
under mount.

Stainless 
Steel
Contemporary, 
robust Stainless 
Steel 90mm coat 
hook with 
concealed fixings. 

Stainless 
Steel
Contemporary, 
robust Stainless 
Steel 65mm coat 
hook with 
concealed fixings.

0380074

0302015 Top Mount, 0302014 Under Mount

0182222, 0182226CH90T (MFC, HPL, Veneer, ColourCoat), 

CH90SG (SGL)

CH65T (MFC, HPL, Veneer, ColourCoat), 

CH65SG (SGL)

S6454MY Stainless Steel, S6454AC White,
0500021 Fixing kit

Toilet roll holders

Warm air dryers

Paper towel dispenser

Coat hooks

Door handle Grab rail/fixing kit

Soap dispensers

0302523

0302005

0302538

0302526

0302500

0302019

0302509

Brushed  
Stainless Steel
Stylish lockable soap 
dispenser, featuring 
push action dispensing 
and incorporating key 
lock with snap-shut 
closing for easy filling; 
refillable 1L reservoir.

White Metal
Durable mild steel  
soap dispenser,  
finished in white  
powder coat;  
features push  
action dispensing; 
1L capacity.

White Plastic
Ideal for commercial  
and light industrial 
applications; features  
top quality ABS parts 
for durability;  
automatic locking 
cover and display 
window; 1L capacity.

Soap dispensers 

03025400302525 0302521

CH30T (MFC, HPL, Veneer, ColourCoat), 

CH30SG (SGL)
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Our colours. Your canvas. 
Colours

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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*Woodgrains will have a grained/textured finish. 

5756
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Chilli TA324 
LRV 17

Salt TA352 
LRV 81

Pepper TA349 
LRV 10

Lemon TA365 
LRV 65

Coastal Green TA368 
LRV 54

Midnight Sky TA356 
LRV 8

Amethyst TA348 
LRV 24

Fog TA351 
LRV 58

Dove Blue TA361 
LRV 55

Pitch Black TA337 
LRV 5

Pistachio TA367 
LRV 38

Sea Green TA377 
LRV 11

Plum TA364 
LRV 8

Sky Blue TA353 
LRV 20

Sunflower TA366 
LRV 52

Lagoon TA371 
LRV 25

Marshmallow TA376 
LRV 52

Stone TA350 
LRV 37

Cornflower TA359 
LRV 22

Spice TA370
LRV 35

Spruce TA378 
LRV 20

Sea Breeze TA360 
LRV 46

Colours
A shade more you.  
Whether it’s a commercial washroom in  
Titanium or kids’ cubicles in Sunflower and 
Chilli, our colour choices give you the  
freedom to add a splash of creativity. 

Checklist
a   34 laminate colour options

a   All available in Melamine Faced 
Chipboard, High Pressure Laminate 
or Solid Grade Laminate

a   A colour for every washroom

Lime Green TA354   
LRV 54

Cocoa Bean* TA374 
LRV 9

Grey Plank* TA372 
LRV 27

Titanium* TA319 
LRV 42

White Hessian* TA363 
LRV 57

Grey Hessian* TA362 
LRV 31

Woodland* TA358 
LRV 21

Wenge* TA373 
LRV 11

American Walnut* TA355 
LRV 13

Oyster TA369 
LRV 66

Summer Oak* TA357 
LRV 36

Natural Maple* TA375 
LRV 45



*All laminate prints are available on High Pressure Laminate only

Prints. Glass. Veneers 
The natural choice.  
Our three eye-catching laminate  
prints bring a unique, engaging look 
to children’s washrooms.*

Go with the grain.  
Mankind has been using wood for thousands 
of years, and its appeal is as strong as ever.  
Our veneers combine timeless authenticity 
with contemporary finishes.

Pure class. 
It’s clear to see how a glass washroom makes 
a real style statement. Sleek lines complement 
classic colours to create a premium feel. 

Checklist
   Choose Ladybirds, Dinosaurs or 

Flags designs

  Select complementary feature 
colours for pilasters

Checklist
   Choose from 11 colour and 

grain patterns

  Classic to contemporary

  True consistency of colour

Checklist
   Choose from Alpine, 

Peppermint and Orchid

  11.5mm Laminated Glass

Ladybirds TA185* 

Alpine

Dinosaurs TA305* 

Peppermint

Flags TA304*

Orchid

Ash Crown Cut

Teak Straight 
Grain

Ebony Straight Grain

American White 
Oak Straight Grain

Rosewood Crown Cut

Wenge Straight Grain

European Oak Crown Cut

American Black Walnut 
Straight Grain

Fumed Oak Planked

European Oak 
Straight Grain

American Black Walnut 
Crown Cut

Glass

Laminate Prints Real wood veneers
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Vanity surfaces

Solid surfaces

Make your washroom shine.  
Practicality, value, style – whatever 
you’re looking for, you can’t top our  
range of vanity surfaces.

Checklist
   Choose from Solid Surface, 

Granite and Quartz

  Perfect complement to a natural 
colour palette

  Hard-wearing, strong and durable

6160
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Typhoon TA331

Sand Storm TA335

Avalanche TA153

Tempest TA332

Raiden TA379

Hailstone TA154

Haze TA333

Skye TA380

Abyss TA162

Tropical TA334

Blizzard TA157 Thunder TA159

Granite

Quartz

Granite is a natural product whilst quartz contains natural stone 

Colour and pattern in both may vary. Samples are representative and to be used as a guide only

Star Galaxy TA164

Ivory Pink TA169

African Black TA163

Giallo Veneziano TA167

Rosso Multicolour TA168

Blue Pearl TA166 Emerald Pearl TA165

Serene TA381 Venus TA382

Astra TA386

Solar TA383

Nova TA387

Moon TA384

Orion TA388Danica TA385

Starlight TA389



We all value the environment. So we go to greater 
lengths to help protect it.

All our veneer-based products are FSC® certified.  
That means the wood comes from sustainable forests, 
supporting the communities who depend on them.  
We have also invested in our very own biomass burner 
enabling us to put an end to our landfill use altogether.

Just another way to show that a quality washroom 
doesn’t have to cost the earth. 

Doing right by you  
and the environment

Offcuts heat our factory

Veneer products FSC Certified

We use sustainable forests

Zero landfill waste

Supporting communities

Value without compromiseValue without compromise
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T  +44 (0)1763 276200
E  contact@tbs-amwell.co.uk
W www.tbs-amwell.co.uk

TBS Amwell reserves the right to alter or change specifications without any notice.  
Colours reproduced in this brochure are only as accurate as the printing process allows.
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